Other cell interference (OCI) degrades the achievable capacity of downlink multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems seriously. Among OCI mitigation schemes, methods that sacrifice degrees of freedom to nullify the OCI have been proven to be helpful to improve the cell edge throughput. However, since interference nulling schemes can only improve the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of users, they are not optimal in terms of average cell throughput, especially for low to medium OCI levels. We explore the question whether it is better to improve the SINR of every user in other cells rather than benefit
Introduction
With the requirement of high spectral efficiency, multiuser multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) needs to be implemented for IMT-advanced systems with dense frequency allocation. However, since every antenna in MU-MIMO systems can be seen as an interfering source, interuser interference (IUI) and other-cell interference (OCI) are both needed to be tackled carefully [1] . Most of prior works, such as dirty paper coding (DPC) [2] , block diagonalization (BD) [3] , focus on eliminating the IUI thoroughly for a single cell. However, they do not consider the negative effects of OCI which can degrade the achievable capacity of cell edge user so much that the cell edge users' quality of service (QoS) cannot be guaranteed. Furthermore, the methods used in single cell scenario cannot be simply extended to multicell environment. In order to provide continuous service all over the coverage area, OCI management is crucial for future wireless cellular systems, especially for the MU-MIMO systems.
In [4] , authors analyze the effects of OCI in MU-MIMO network and compared several techniques that can be used to mitigate the OCI. Recently, coordinated multipoint (CoMP) is proposed as an effective way to increase the cell edge user throughput for MU-MIMO systems and has been adopted as one of the key techniques for 4G cellular systems, such as LTE-advanced [5] and IEEE802.16m. Generally, downlink CoMP can be divided into two categories: joint processing/transmission (JPT) and coordinated scheduling/beamforming (CSB). For JPT, the data to UE is transmitted from multiple base stations (BSs) jointly, and the OCI seen by single BS processing is transferred to the desired signals. Although JPT can eliminate the OCI thoroughly in theory, its achievable performance gain relies on vast signaling overhead brought by sharing data and channel state information (CSI). While for CSB, the data to UE is 2 International Journal of Antennas and Propagation transmitted from a single BS with no or partial CSI sharing, and the OCI is mitigated through coordinated scheduling and beamforming decisions of multiple BSs.
Related Work.
With JPT, the cooperative BSs form a virtual MIMO broadcast channel in the downlink, and the cell edge throughput mainly benefits from designing the precoding matrices cooperatively with data and CSI sharing across multiple BSs. It has been proven that DPC is an optimal precoding method for broadcast channel [6] . However, DPC is hard to be deployed due to its high complexity. In [7] , several practical joint transmission schemes with per BS power constraints are studied and advantages of cooperative processing in downlink multicell MU-MIMO networks are testified. Authors in [8] also analyze the maximum achievable common rate with cooperative transmission and indicate the enormous gain over single BS processing. In [9] , BD is adopted with multicell joint processing to maximize the weighted sum rate of all UEs. However, all of these studies assume global coordination with full CSI and data sharing to eliminate the OCI thoroughly. In practice, since the backhaul capacity between BSs is limited and the time and phase cannot be precisely synchronized, the performance of JPT is seriously affected by the size of cooperating sets and signaling overhead brought by CSI and data sharing. The performance gain of downlink cooperative processing with limited backhaul capacity is discussed in [10, 11] . In [10] , the authors split the user data to the shared data and nonshared data and point out how much of the user data is worth sharing with finite backhaul capacity. Authors in [12, 13] investigate the achievable capacity of MU-MIMO with imperfect CSI, such as estimation error, feedback delay, and quantized error. Different from the above train of thought, cluster-based coordination is an effective way to reduce the complexity and maintain the throughput gain of joint processing simultaneously. In [14] , a three-cell cooperating set is investigated with zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) in downlink, but the intercluster interference is not considered, which leads to the poor performance in the edge area of each cluster. Clustered MIMO with intercluster coordination is studied in [15] [16] [17] [18] to explore the benefits of joint transmission while limiting the CSI feedback. In [15] , the intercluster interference seen by edge users is precanceled at neighboring clusters with interference nulling precoding techniques, whereas this method can only be effective when there are sufficient degrees of freedom at neighboring clusters.
For another kind of downlink CoMP which is named as CSB, the cell edge throughput gain mainly comes from scheduling and beamforming cooperatively among multiple BSs. Compared with JPT, since CSB does not need to share data via backhaul links, it is more practical to be implemented. In [19] , the capacity gain that can be achieved from intercell scheduling is analyzed. Several downlink beamforming methods are investigated in [20] [21] [22] for MU-MIMO networks. In [20] , the interference-aware precoder is adopted at the transmitter and an interference whitening filter is implemented at receiver to mitigate the OCI from adjacent cells. In [22] , a joint beamforming and power allocation method is proposed to maximize the worst-user signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR). Different from the above methods that mitigate OCI passively, the researchers are also interested in the concept of suppressing the interference generated to other cells users proactively. Distributed precoding methods based on signal to caused interference ratio (SCIR) and virtual SINR (VSINR) are given for MISO systems in [23] [24] [25] , respectively. In [26] , precoders based on signal to leakage plus noise (SLNR) are derived for users with both single and multiple data streams. In order to tackle both intracell and other-cell interference, the authors in [27] proposed a nonlinear distributed precoder with DPC. In [27] , the other-cell interference is limited by maximizing cellbased SLNR followed with nullifying intracell interference by DPC. In [28] , the authors maximize the weighted SLNR to guarantee the weak users' performance. However, all of the above studies do not consider consuming some spatial degrees of freedom to cancel OCI. In [29] , the authors explore the question whether it is better to do OCI cancellation (OCIC) than simply single-cell beamforming and propose an adaptive transmission scheme. In [30] , an approach for OCI suppression was proposed for multiusers case with user selection by using partial degrees of freedom to support its users and utilizing the residual degrees of freedom to nullify the OCI. Although the OCI cancellation schemes can bring throughput gain when the OCI level at the cell edge is high, they are not always optimal in terms of average cell throughput with the SINR of users being improved merely, especially for low to medium OCI levels. This is mainly because them following: (1) since OCI cancellation can only improve the SINR of users, the throughput gain brought by OCI cancellation mainly depends on the OCI levels of beneficial users. When the OCI level is low, the throughput gain cannot compensate the throughput loss due to the sacrifice of degrees of freedom; (2) since the number of antennas implemented at each BS is limited, the number of interfered users by a given BS is generally greater than the degrees of freedom that can be used for OCI cancellation. OCI cancellation for users cannot guarantee the minimization of the sum of generated interference bore by all of interfered users.
Contribution.
In this paper, we consider a multicell network with CSB being adopted for interference mitigation. With partial CSI and no data sharing, we investigate the question whether it is better to improve the SINR of every interfered user rather than favor users. Suppose that antennas are implemented at each BS and degrees of freedom can be used to mitigate OCI. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. Unlike prior works that nullify the OCI for users thoroughly, we propose a precoding method that can assign no IUI for − users and limited OCI for the other cell users by using residual degrees of freedom to minimize the sum of generated interference. Compared with the scheme that nullifies OCI for users, the proposed method can distribute the benefits of OCI mitigation to all of the interfered International Journal of Antennas and Propagation users and improve the SINR of every user in adjacent cells. Simulation result demonstrates that 5% CDF of SINR with = 1 for the proposed precoding method is 5 dB higher than that for OCI cancellation schemes. Moreover, since the proposed method can be implemented with partial CSI and no data sharing, it is more practical for realistic networks that have limited backhaul capacity.
(ii) User Selection Based on the Lower Bound on the Capacity. With the precoding method, the lower bound on the capacity for a single user is derived with the maximum eigenvalue of interfering channels being shared merely. Thus, the global optimal problem of user selection for multicell is reformulated to a local optimal problem that can be tackled by each BS without centralized processing entities. With = 4 and = 1, it is shown from simulation results that the proposed user selection method, named as decentralized user selection with interference assignment (DUSIA), can increase the cell edge throughput and average cell throughput of user selection with interference nulling scheme up to 70% and 20%, respectively (Algorithm 1). In addition, DUSIA can achieve 99% average cell throughput of centralized user selection scheme with full CSI sharing and centralized processing entities.
(iii) Best Choice of . Since using degrees of freedom to mitigate OCI can lead the number of active user decreasing to − , there is a tradeoff between OCI mitigation and achievable throughput. In this paper, we find that the larger the can get, the more cell edge throughput can be achieved. While for the term of the average cell throughput, there is always a turning point with the increasement of .
Organization.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The system model is listed in Section 2. In Section 3, an altruistic precoding based on interference assignment is proposed by suppressing the OCI for other cell users.
Section 4 formulates the problem of user selection under the scenario of multicell MU-MIMO and describes a decentralized mechanism to resolve the problem. System level simulation and analysis are given in Section 5 to find the best choice of in different scenarios. And Section 6 concludes the paper. Throughout the paper, we will use the following notations. Let , | |, ‖ ‖ , −1 , and tr( ) denote the complex conjugate transpose, determinant, Frobenius norm, inverse, and trace of the matrix , respectively. ⌈⋅⌉ stands for the ceiling operations, and {⋅} denotes the expectation operation.
System Model
Consider a downlink multicell MU-MIMO network with antennas implemented at each BS. Each user equipment (UE) is assumed to have a single antenna. For the scenario of multiple antennas being implemented at each UE, the proposed scheme can also be applied with each antenna being seen as a single user. Before describing the proposed scheme, we make several assumptions as follows.
Assumption 1.
Each BS is aware of the perfect CSI for the channel between the BS and its serving users, as well as interfering users. As shown in Figure 1 , BS1 is aware of the perfect CSI for the channel between BS1 and UE1, as well as the channel between BS1 and UE4. For each BS, CSI of its serving users is used to cancel the IUI, while the CSI between users in neighboring cells and the BS is used to mitigate the generated interference to the other cell users. In time division duplexing (TDD) systems, each BS can obtain the downlink CSI of each user by uplink channel estimation, while, in frequency division duplexing (FDD) systems, the downlink CSI can be obtained by feedback from users. Although the imperfect feedback and channel estimation can have large impacts on system capacity, these issues are beyond the scope of this paper. proposed scheme, since the data to a user is transmitted from a single BS, data sharing is not needed. However, in order to do coordinated beamforming, some specific information, such as indices of active users and eigenvalues of interfering channels, needs to be exchanged through backhaul. In LTE/LTE-advanced systems, these all can be exchanged over X2 interface [31] .
With the above assumptions, suppose degrees of freedom can be used to mitigate OCI, for a network consisting of users served by each BS , the postprocessing receive signal , for user served by BS can be represented as
In (1), , is a 1 × matrix that denotes the channel between the BS and user . The transmit signal of user is denoted as , with an average power constraint { , , } = 1. , is a precoding matrix for user . denotes the number of BSs in the network. The second and third items in the righthand side of (1) denote IUI and OCI, respectively. , is the additive complex Gaussian noise vector with zero mean and 2 variance.
Altruistic Precoding Based on Interference Assignment
In this paper, we focus on the generated interference by the BS to the other cell users. Thus, the explicit information of interference from other cells, such as the CSI of interfering channels and precoding matrices, is not needed to be shared via the backhaul link whose capacity is limited. Generally, the transmited data of a given user can cause IUI and OCI simultaneously. In order to mitigate the generated interference proactively, we need to answer the following two questions:
(i) how to assign IUI among users served by the same cell?
(ii) how to assign OCI generated to users in adjacent cells?
For IUI, since it comes from the serving BS, the strength of desired signal and IUI signal received by a given user is almost the same. If IUI cannot be nullified, it would cause the user's achievable capacity to be seriously degraded, especially for the cell-center users near the serving BS. While for OCI, since interference nulling can only improve the SINR of limited number of users, it is not always optimal to sacrifice degrees of freedom to nullify the generated interference for users. Therefore, we intend to assign the generated interference to satisfy the following requirements:
(i) the IUI assigned for users served by the same cell can be nullified;
(ii) the sum of OCI assigned for all of the users in adjacent cells rather than that of users can be minimized.
As is shown in Figure 1 , interference nulling can only eliminate the generated interference for one user (UE3) with = 1. However, we intend to minimize the sum of generated interference for all of users (UE3, 4, 5) in adjacent cells.
In order to satisfy the requirements listed above, we first obtain a precoding matrix that can nullify the IUI, so that the MU-MIMO channel can be divided into several parallel SU-MIMO channels. And then, a filter matrix is implemented to mitigate the generated interference by minimizing every user's aggregated leakage plus noise (LN). Thus, we can rewrite the precoding matrix , as a product of two matrices shown as
where , is used to nullify IUI and , is used to mitigate the generated interference to other users in neighboring cells.
To nullify IUI, , should satisfy the following constraints described as
In order to satisfy (3), , should lie in the null space of , that can be expressed as
In (4), since degrees of freedom are used to mitigate OCI, only − users can be supported with transmit antennas. Denote the singular value decomposition (SVD) of
, ] , where
, is a × ( + 1) matrix and denotes the null space of , . Thus, the precoding matrix , can be expressed as 
, . If (3) is satisfied, (1) can be rewritten as
As it is shown in (5), when the IUI is nullified by , the OCI is mainly affected by . In this paper, we intend to mitigate OCI by minimizing each user's aggregated LN. Let the equivalent desired channel matrix and interfering channel matrix be as̃, = ,
, and̃, = ,
, , respectively. The aggregated LN of user can be expressed as [26] 
where Ω is the user set interfered by BS . Here, LN , represents the aggregated leakage signal and noise power of user , and the leakage signal denotes the interference caused by the precoding matrix of a specific user on other cell users.
Since , is a 1 × 1 vector, (6) can be expressed as
According to tr( ) = tr( ) and { , , } = 1, (7) can be rewritten as
When (8) is used as a cost function, , that can minimize aggregated LN of a user is benefit to the system capacity. We can express , corresponding to the minimum LN as
Since LN , is a scalar and , is normalized as tr( , , ) = 1, , also can be derived as
Therefore, , can be derived as [26] , ∝ max From the above descriptions, although the derived precoding matrices cannot nullify the generated interference thoroughly, the OCI suffered by each user can be effectively mitigated by minimizing the aggregated LN. Thus, the SINR of every user rather than that of users can be improved. Moreover, since the proposed method designs the precoder decentralized with partial CSI and no sharing among neighboring BSs, it is very easy to be implemented in real networks.
Decentralized User Selection with
Interference Assignment (DUSIA)
In the above analysis, in order to ensure that the null space of , is not empty, the sum of the supported users and is assumed to be less than the transmit antennas at each BS. However, since the number of users in a cell is always much larger than that of antennas implemented at each BS, the BS cannot support all users in one transmit time interval (TTI). When round robin (RR) scheduling is adopted with ( ≥ ) users in each cell, it needs ⌈ /( − )⌉ TTIs to provide service to all of users. In this case, we need to determine the optimal user subset for each TTI. The problem of sum capacity maximization for each TTI can be formulated as
In (12), ( ) is the number of candidate users for th TTI.
, ( ) denotes the user's achievable capacity for th TTI seen by user in cell and can be denoted as
where
, + , , and it denotes the sum of the noise and OCI from other BSs. The covariance of , is
6
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According to (13) and (14), we need the explicit information of interfering channels and precoding matrices of users served by adjacent BSs to calculate the user's achievable capacity. In order to solve the problem formulated in (12) , global optimal user selection with full CSI sharing and centralized processing is needed to maximize the sum capacity. However, since information sharing that brings large amount of signaling overhead is impractical to be realized via the backhaul links with limited capacity, decentralized user selection with partial CSI sharing for multicell MU-MIMO systems is investigated. In order to solve the problem described in (12) with a distributed method, the lower bound on the capacity is derived based on the eigenvalues of interfering channels at first. And then, the user subset with maximum sum capacity is selected with the decentralized algorithm named as DUSIA.
Eigenvalue-Based Lower Bound on the Capacity.
For a given TTI, the TTI index in (13) can be ignored for simplification. Thus, the achievable capacity , ( ) in (13) seen by user in cell can be written as
, ,
The bound in (15) 
With the definition of , in (14) , | , | can be expressed as
In (17), ( , ) is the th eigenvalue of , . Since , is a scalar, | , | is equal to 1 ( , ) which is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix , . For a given user , according to Weyl's theorem ( + ) ≤ ( ) + 1 ( ) [32] , 1 ( , ) can be expressed as
can be rewritten as
For arbitrary , since
, is the nonnegative scalar, 1 (̂, ) can be gotten as 1 (̂, ) ≤ 1 ( ,1 1,1 1,1 ,1 ) + 1 ( ,1 2,1 2,1 ,1 ) 
. Therefore, (20) can be expressed as
In (21), denotes the number of selected users served by BS , and = − commonly. According to (18)- (21), (17) can be obtained as
With (22), (16) can be rewritten as , > log 2 , , , ,
Thus, the eigenvalue-based lower bound on the capacity can be derived as
International Journal of Antennas and Propagation 7 When = 0, the lower bound capacity with othercell interference expressed in (24) becomes the capacity without OCI. From (24), we can see that the lower bound on the capacity is affected by the maximum eigenvalue of interfering channels and the number of selected users served by interfering BSs merely.
User Selection with Lower Bound on the Capacity.
According to (24) , the lower bound on the capacity is independent of explicit information of interfering channels and precoding matrices of users served by adjacent BSs. When we replace the , ( ) in (10) with the lower bound on the capacity , ( ), the result of user selection for each adjacent cell will not be affected mutually. Thus, the problem formulated in (10) can be reformulated to the problem of maximizing the sum capacity for a single cell, and it can be expressed as
Generally, exhaustive search can be used to find the optimal user subset, but this method will bring prohibitive computation complexity when user scale becomes large. Hence, a suboptimal greedy user selection algorithm for each TTI is proposed with lower bound on the capacity. In the process of DUSIA, a single user is added every time till − users have been selected to provide maximum sum capacity. Let , ( ) represent the instantaneous capacity when the user is selected. ( , ) denotes that the user served by BS is selected.
In stage = 1 of DUSIA, since the selected user set Ω ( ) = 0, the Frobenius norm of , is used to get the lower bound of sum capacity while, in other stages, the precoding matrix is obtained from the proposed precoding method and (24) is used to calculate the lower bound on the sum capacity. Meanwhile, the BS keeps adding one user at a time till the number of active users reaches − . Furthermore, since DUSIA only uses the eigenvalues of interfering channels, it does not need the full CSI and precoding matrices sharing during the user selection.
Performance Comparison and Analysis
In this section, BD with capacity-based user selection (BD-CUS) in [34] and interference nulling with user selection (INUS) in [30] are selected as reference schemes. For INUS, zero-force beamforming (ZFBF) is used to design the precoding matrices for each user, and the generated interference to other cell users is nullified by sacrificing degrees of freedom. Moreover, the effects of the number of antennas implemented at each BS, interference-free SNR at the cell edge, and degrees of freedom used to mitigate generated interference are also investigated with DUSIA.
In the simulation, a multicell downlink MU-MIMO system consisting of seven transmitting BSs with same frequency is assumed. Each BS uses 120-degree sectoring antenna to create 3 cells. The numbers of antennas at each BS and user are set to be and 1, respectively. The users are uniformly distributed in one cell. RR is adopted across TTIs to keep the fairness among users. The distance based path loss is 37.6 log( ) + 128.1, the standard deviation of shadowing is 8 dB, and the cell radius is 1 Km. The interference-free SNR at the cell edge, named as cell edge SNR for short, includes the effects of path loss and shadowing. Furthermore, Rayleigh fading is assumed for the channel between the user and the BS, and each element of the channel matrix is i.i.d. with zero mean and unit variance. Figure 2 , the CDF of users' achievable SINR is plotted for different precoding schemes with 10 users uniformly dropped in each cell. Each BS has 4 antennas, and the cell edge SNR is adjusted as 10 dB. = 1 and = 2 are both assumed to show the characteristics of INUS and DUSIA, respectively. As shown in Figure 2 , compared with BD-CUS, the larger is, the more SINR gain can be achieved by DUSIA. In addition, sacrificing degrees of freedom to mitigate OCI, either by nullifying generated interference or minimizing generated interference, is always helpful in terms of SINR distribution. For INUS, since it can nullify the generated interference to users, it can only improve the SINR of the users without fairness among users. While for DUSIA, since it can distribute the benefits achieved by sacrificing degrees of freedom to all of users instead of users, every user's SINR can be improved by minimizing the aggregated generated interference for all other cell users, so the 5% CDF of SINR of DUSIA is larger than that of INUS. For example, with = 1, DUSIA improves the 5% CDF of SINR of INUS from −12 dB to −7 dB.
CDF of SINR for Different Precoding Schemes. In

Comparison of DUSIA with Different Level of Information
Sharing. Figure 3 shows the average cell throughput as a function of cell edge SNR for DUSIA with different level of information sharing and = 4, = 1. For Coordinated User Selection based on Interference Assignment (CUSIA) with full CSI sharing, we assume that the full CSI of interfering channels and precoding information of other cell users can be shared among BSs ideally, and multiple BSs select their serving users coordinately. Suppose is the eigenvalue of interfering channels for user , for DUSIA without sharing, is set as 0, and the user selection process in DUSIA becomes the capacity-based user selection without considering the OCI. Compared with DUSIA without sharing, DUSIA with sharing can improve the average cell throughput more than 50%. In addition, the accuracy of can also affect the performance of DUSIA with sharing. In the simulation, since three users can be selected for one TTI with = 4, = 1, the average cell throughput of DUSIA with = 3 outperforms = 1 by 5%. At last, since the eigenvalues of interfering channels are shared to assist in selecting users, the throughput losses of DUSIA are marginal compared to CUSIA that overloaded with signaling overhead. As shown in Figure 3 , when the cell edge SNR is below 0 dB, the performance of DUSIA and CUSIA with full CSI sharing is almost the same. Even when the cell edge SNR is 30 dB, DUSIA can still achieve more than 99% cell throughput of CUSIA with full CSI sharing.
Throughput
Gain with = 1. The average cell throughput and cell edge throughput as a function of cell edge SNR are As shown in Figure 5 , compared with INUS of = 4 in terms of cell edge throughput, although DUSIA cannot nullify the generated interference for users, it can increase the SINR of every user rather than that of users by minimizing the aggregated generated interference for other cell users. Thus, DUSIA can increase the cell edge throughput of INUS up to 70%. This suggests that minimizing the aggregated generated interference for all of other cell users is more favorable than nullifying generated interference in terms of the cell edge throughput.
Besides the cell edge throughput gain, DUSIA with = 1 can also achieve performance gain in terms of average cell throughput regardless of and cell edge SNR as shown in Figure 4 . Compared with INUS of = 4, although the maximum achievable SINR of DUSIA is lower than that of INUS as shown in Figure 2 , DUSIA can still increase the average cell throughput of INUS up to 20%. This is because the medium SINR corresponding to 50% CDF of DUSIA is 2 dB higher than that of IUAS and the sum capacity for each TTI is maximized by the eigenvalue-based user selection scheme with the effects of interfering channels being considered.
What is more important, the average cell throughput gain of DUSIA is changeable along with the and cell edge SNR. For example, with = 4 and the cell edge SNR being −10 dB in Figure 4 , the average cell throughput gain of DUSIA compared with BD-CUS is about 0.3 bps/Hz. While for = 4 and cell edge SNR being 30 dB, the average cell throughput gain is about 1 bps/Hz. In addition, for = 8 and cell edge SNR being −10 dB, the average cell throughput gain is about 2 bps/Hz. This changeable throughput gain suggests that the throughput is affected by several factors, such as the number of antennas implemented at each BS and the cell edge SNR. Figures 6 and  7 show the cell throughput and CDF of user throughput for DUSIA with different ( , ) respectively. As shown in Figure 6 with (4, 1), DUSIA can increase the average cell throughput from 2.3 bps/Hz to 4 bps/Hz along with the raise of the cell edge SNR from −10 dB to 5 dB. This suggests the DUSIA is more favorable in the high level OCI scenarios, since the noise rather than the OCI is the dominant factor that affects the average cell throughput in the low level OCI scenarios. In addition, compared with the performance of DUSIA with = 4, DUSIA with = 8 can achieve better performance both in terms of average cell throughput and cell edge throughput, since 8 antennas implemented at each BS can bring more beamforming gain than 4 antennas. For example, with cell edge SNR being 20 dB in Figures 6 and 7 , DUSIA with (8, 2) can increase the cell edge throughput and average cell throughput of DUSIA with (4, 2) up to 90% and 82%, respectively.
Throughput Analysis for Best Choice of .
Besides, although fewer active users can be supported with larger , the cell edge throughput defined as the 5% CDF of user throughput can still be improved with the increase of , since every user can get more SINR gain by using larger to minimize the generated interference which is proven in Figure 2 . For example, with = 4 shown in Figure 7 , the cell edge throughput for = 1 is about 0.12 bps/Hz. While for = 2 and = 3, the cell edge throughput can be achieved is about 0.13 bps/Hz and 0.15 bps/Hz, respectively. This suggests that using degrees of freedom, regardless of the value of , to minimize the generated interference is always helpful for cell edge users who bear high OCI. And the larger the is, the more cell edge throughput can be achieved. However, the bonus for cell edge throughput cannot be realized for average cell throughput. For example, with = 4, although DUSIA with (4, 3) has the largest cell edge throughput, its average cell throughput is far below the others as shown in Figure 6 , since it can only support a single user during one TTI. Furthermore, although DUSIA with = 1 can achieve best performance in terms of average cell throughput with = 4, it is not mean that = 1 is the best choice in terms of average cell throughput for all of scenarios. As shown in Figure 6 with = 8, the best performance in terms of average cell throughput can be achieved with = 3. Meanwhile, the performance of DUSIA with (8, 4) is better than that of DUSIA with (8, 1) and (8, 2) . This suggests that the best choice of for average cell throughput varies with the number of antennas implemented at each BS. From Figures 7 and 8 , we can see that the best choice of for cell edge throughput is − 1. While for average cell throughput, there is a turning point with the increasement of , and the value of turning point varies with . Therefore, it is hard to figure out the best choice of for all metrics regardless of the scenarios, such as number of antennas and cell edge SNR. However, we can obtain some suboptimal solutions according to system requirements. For example, DUSIA with (6, 3) can be adopted instead of (6, 2) to improve the cell edge throughput without serious penalty to average cell throughput.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an altruistic precoding solution for downlink MU-MIMO systems by performing the eigenvalues-based user selection and precoder design. In DUSIA, the level of IUI among users is assigned as zero and the level of OCI generated to other cell users is assigned to minimize the sum of generated interference by using degrees of freedom. Moreover, with the eigenvalue-based lower bound on the capacity being used as a metric to select users, the global optimal problem of user selection can be reformulated to a local optimal problem, which can be tackled by each BS with the eigenvalues of interfering channels being shared merely. Compared with the schemes that nullify the generated interference, DUSIA has better performance both in terms of the average cell throughput and cell edge throughput for any OCI levels.
In addition, the best choice of is investigated with different OCI levels and number of antennas through simulation. The simulation results demonstrate that (1) DUSIA is more favorable at any OCI levels. (2) Given the fixed number of antennas at each BS, the larger the (1 ≤ ≤ − 1) can be, the more cell edge throughput can be achieved. (3) In terms of average cell throughput, there is a turning point with the increasement of , and the value of the turning point varies with the number of antennas implemented at BS.
